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 Using several interactive exercises and visualization techniques, you'll learn the different
ways auras could be experienced and how exactly to use them in your lifestyle for curing,
prosperity and security.A practical guide to the art of aura reading, this is actually the only
book you will have to learn how to use auras. Also included are the background and theory of
auras, practical applications, meditations, and how to enhance and protect your very own
aura.
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No Padding, Just Clear and Practical Tips Researchers at Chicago's Northwestern University
recently proved on film that a bright flash of light explodes when a sperm meets an egg. (Do a
web search for "flash of light at conception" and the evidence will come up. I've not been
capable to read it to complete yet. I found out about Tindall's information to aura reading the
day after studying the Northwestern research, and the timing seemed, well, timely. Now that it
is in Kindle file format, I've it on my kindle and on my Ipad. I highly recommend any of Tindalls
books as being worthwhile reads. It is a no-nonsense streamlined guide for those wanting to
find out about auras and how exactly to read them, to a refresher for those who need a quick
brushing up. The author's approach is easy and direct, there is none of the filler and fluff that
you come across in other books on the topic to expand the web page count. This instruction is
probable the clearest debate of auras that I've encountered. I'm going to be recommending
The Aura Reading Handbook to my students As a metaphysical practitioner, I am always
searching for concise, accurate and clear to see resources for my learners. Loren Tindall's The
Aura Reading Handbook is merely that and I can say it'll be recommended reading within my
Psychic Encounter (tm) workshops. Tindall has reduced a complicated topic into a book that
the beginner can easily grasp and the experienced can review quickly. The full color drawings
make it easy to match the main element aura vibration colors with there universally accepted
meanings and the text is easily comprehended by the novice. Glad IT REALLY IS On Kindle
Now I've had this book for a long time in another format, it is my go-to reserve for refreshing
my storage on all things related to auras. The contents is well laid out and is very easy to
understand I've just started to add the study of auras to the set of meaning-of-existence
books I've been studying the years. What a creative method of the old art of aura readings.
"With this introduction to auras, Personally i think, I've finally had the opportunity to make the
connection of how they fit into the overall scheme of energy, existence and the other part. The
contents can be well organized and is very clear to see. Thank you Loren. Real eye opener
Very well laid out, includes an excellent short history of aura reading, great color meanings,
some basic info on chakras, too. Interesting read. You need to definitely buy this reserve,
whether you are a specialist, or just getting started, or simply curious. our requesting your
subconscious brain; With Loren's gem of a book, I feel I could today speak confidently about
auras and additional empower my customers. I am a professional tarot reader, and frequently
get asked about psychic intuition, astrology and people's auras. Simple, easy to digest, but
filled with interesting, and unforeseen information. I've usually poo- poo'ed auras as a thing
that seemed "as well out generally there" for me, but obviously - "The time for this teacher has
arrive". Definitely recommend it Informative and Interesting Although I can't say that I've read
all the books right now there are to read upon this particular subject, I have read a few and this
was, for me, the most comprehensive and well-rounded. I use uncommon angles such as for
example astrology, chakra's, aura's..From the Old Country, Nico Thelman Five Stars Received
quickly without issues.This isn't my first book I've read on this matter, but I have to say that
even on my first read, there are a few new elements that I can use in my own Storytelling i.
Great for people with very little knowledge. It's thorough however simple, with easy to follow
exercises. A wonderful source for the psychic reader This book, just like a good meal, leaves
you full. ...What a creative approach to the old art of aura readings..) As philosophies such as
for example Gnosticism have purported for a long time, we appear to be beings of light. Really
easy to check out! Love this book!e. Super easy to learn and adhere to. I also enjoy the
exercises included! You won't be disappointed! Great book I really like this book since it
breaks down all of the colors of the Auras. Best aura reading handbook! This book was the



best aura reading book I've found. the use of the pendulum or numerology in link with aura
readings; Looking towards reading her other publication now.! It also tells what each color
mesns Loved it This book helped me further my understanding of aura reading. I've also
learned new methods to meditate and it's easy too! I'm a metaphysical storyteller in Europe.
The print is so tiny however the book is packed with great information. A good structure and
tips and exercises on what you can train you to ultimately see and read auras - even if you
have never performed it before. The print is so tiny however the book is packed with great
information.
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